
Supercharge  
your customer  
engagement
We knew there had to be something better than 
trawling through comment sections or sending 
surveys to understand what customers think and 
feel about your product or brand – so we built it. 

Social Asking™ is a powerful new tool that lets you invite, 
understand and action meaningful customer feedback – 
effortlessly and enjoyably. It not only actively invites your  
audience to share feedback but translates this into  
meaningful, actionable insights.

No more endless scrolling or firefighting 
in comment sections. Just valuable 
conversations with your most 
important customers. 

socialasking.com



Unanswered surveys and chaotic comment sections work 
for no one. Social Asking has the familiar feel of commenting 
but with high-level functionality that lets you analyze, index 
and count every response, topic, and sentiment. You and 
your customers can jump straight to the responses that 
matter and get the shape of the conversation at a glance.

  Seamless and simple 
installation

  White-labeled custom domains 
and SSO that works with your  
site for a frictionless experience  
for everyone. 

   Representative comments 

  Build a richer picture of customer  
opinion with snippets that  
summarize common sentiments  
and thoughts. 

All the ease of commenting.  
None of the chaos.

  Intents tags 

  Get clearer on what customers 
are thinking and feeling with  
intent tags that give context  
to comments. 

  Smart filters 

  Cut through the noise with smart 
filters that let you and your 
customers get to the responses 
they care about quickly. 

  Automated reporting 

  Share insights with automated  
reports for you to download 
and circulate. 

Dislike! Highlight

0% rating

The servers are absolutely trash they are not what I

expect from a company as big as EA we pay our money to

play the game yet you cant be bothered to fix the servers

even when you are being told by millions there is a

problem!!!!! Not happy plz fix. Emma the tiler 

by Emma Bracegirdle 

Neutral Highlight

58% rating

...and know where are you aiming.Even though patched,

rebound goals are still a thing and the goalkeepers no

matter how high-rated they are, still tend to make some

quite unrealistic errors that could not happen in real

football and o�en seems like goalkeepers don't know

what they are doing on the pitch. Kick o� goals are just a

thing that is I think never gonna be fixed in fifa.... 

by Vuk David Strampu 

Like! Highlight

100% rating

...could've linked to player career mode in a way that you

work your way up from street football to the top leagues,

similar to fifa 11. Nevertheless it was a welcome addition

and adds a new aspect to the game. In terms of career

mode I was delighted that hey finally introduced post

match interviews and press conference adding a touch of

realism to the game. The dynamic potentials... 

by Roshan Mahmood 
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Insights Report

September 26, 2019 - July 01, 2022

FIFA 20

The wait for FIFA 20 is finally over and we want to know your first thoughts and opinions!

SNAPSHOT

OVERALL RATING SCORE

Tip: The overall rating score is the average of all users' ratings from 0% (Dislike!) to 100% (Like!). It's a good indication of the overall sentiment surrounding this topic. 

Ratings
Like!

Dislike!

Sentiment Histogram

How do I use this report?

This report allows you to dive into the general sentiment via

natural language processing of user's responses. This report

helps showcase patterns and trends within the dataset. 

Spot key takeaways
Publish findings

Share with colleagues

Visitors

946 partic. users

4.9K interactions
• 

• 

84% Ratings

589 ratings

549 unique raters
• 

• 

10 Polls

3.2K votes

378 unique voters
• 

• 

1.1K Reviews

741 unique

commenters

7 featured comments

• 

• 

194 Unique Topics

6K topics mentioned
• 

84%
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A feedback loop 

that people actually 

want to be part of

socialasking com

Abi Futch
Intent should never be plural in this context.



How it works 

Frame the problem

Ask an imaginative question to 
draw targeted conversation about 
things you want to know about.  

Let’s start the  
conversation 
Book in for a test drive and see  
just how easy and insightful  
customer feedback can be.  
Go to: socialasking.com/letschat

Collect raw data

Share a URL or embed your 
engagement and begin collecting 
comments and votes. 

Analyze

Download an insights report that 
shows a high level summary and 
representative comments instead of 
going through thousands of comments.

Explore 

Use filters to drill down to 
comments of interest and discover 
insights as you explore. 

Go deeper 

Re-engage users with more 
specific prompts and collect 
another round of data. 

Action 

Put your insights to work by making 
informed decisions that you can back up 
with quantitative data from your customers. 

Abi Futch
is fresh better than raw?


